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STAMPED BUILDING MATERIALS DISCOVERED 
 AT REŞCA-ROMULA 

MIRCEA NEGRU* 

Introduction 

Bricks were a widespread material in constructions in the Roman Empire, 
especially since the time of Augustus, when they began to be burnt, which greatly 
increased their resistance to changes in climate and temperature. 

The lack of stone and the perishability of wood or unfired clay in Romula, led 
to the development of an industry of ceramic building materials, bricks and tiles, in 
particular. In the 2nd–3rd centuries AD in the Roman world, the technology of 
producing good quality bricks and tiles had been already perfected as a result of 
centuries of experience. Taking the volume and weight of these materials into 
account, they could not have been brought from great distances. On the other hand, 
the raw material was sufficient near most urban centers.1 

The systematic excavations undertaken at Romula in the northern sector, led 
to the identification and research of the largest ceramic production center in the 
province of Dacia (Inferior) Malvensis. Among the ceramic production workshops 
were also those in which bricks, tiles and other building materials were 
manufactured.2 

Some of the bricks and tiles produced at Romula bear the stamps of military 
or civilian producers. 

In this article we aim to present a batch of stamped bricks and tiles, 
discovered between 2013–2018 on the territory of Reşca village in Dobrosloveni 
commune, Olt County, in two different locations: in the Central Fortification, and 
in the south-eastern part of the Roman town of Romula, in the spot located in the 
actual Severus street, no. 6 (Fig. 1). 
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Catalogue of discoveries 

1. Tiles. Fragment (Fig. 2:1; 3:1). 
Description. Fragment of tile with broken vertical border. Compact reddish 

paste mixed with a small amount of sand. 
Technical data. (L) = 336 mm, (w) = 227 mm, Th = 23–35 mm, (LF) = 

104 mm, Fw = 36 mm, (HL) = 23 mm. 
Stamp. The stamp is slightly oblique to the walls, central, partially preserved, 

difficult to read. The letters SV (*?) SAG were identified by rubbing with a pencil. 
Archaeological context. Central Fortification, 2017. S14, c. B5, 0.40 m. 
Remarks. The upper part smoothed, the lower part with many irregularities 

from the drying process. 
Chronology: Secondary position, in a late Roman or post-Roman level, the 

second half of the 3rd century – 4th century AD. 
 
2. Tiles. Fragment (Fig. 2:2; 3:2). 
Description. Large size tile, light reddish colour, with a lot of sand and mica, 

respectively rare pebbles of 1–3 mm. The stamp is located in the center. 
Stamp. NS = N(umerus) S(vrorum). With a dash above the letter N. 

Retrograde writing. 
Technical data. (L) = 269 mm, (w) = 141 mm, Th = 21 mm, (HL) = 30.5 mm. 
Archaeological context. Find-spot: 6 Severus street, 2013, S1, c.2, –0.45–

0.55 m IS 101A. 
Remarks. The fragment of the tile was discovered in a layer with fragments 

of bricks, tiles and rare fragments of ceramic vessels from the Roman period. 
Chronology: Mid-2nd century AD – the beginning of the 3rd century AD. 
 
3. Tiles. Fragment (Fig. 2:3; 3:3). 
Description. Semi-fine paste with a lot of sand and mica, rare pebbles and 

fragments of limestone. 
Technical data. (L) = 128 mm, (w) = 121 mm, Th = 28 mm, HL = 46 mm. 
Stamp. N... = N(umerus)... (Svrorum). Latin characters without rectangular 

frame. With a dash above the letter N. 
Archaeological context. Central Fortification. Passim, 2018. 
Remarks. The upper part smoothed, the lower part with many irregularities 

from the drying process. 
Chronology: Mid-2nd century AD – the beginning of the 3rd century AD. 
 
4. Brick. Fragment (Fig. 2:4; 3:4). 
Sesquipedalis type 
Description. Massive brick. Reddish-yellow paste with sand, mica and rare 

pebbles with diameters of 1–3 mm, very rare of 3–7 mm. 
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Technical data. (L) = 225 mm, w = 299 mm, Th = 62 mm, HL = 60 mm. 
Stamp. Latin characters without frame. NS = N(umerus) S(vrorum). 
Archaeological context. Central Fortification, 2018. Passim. IS? 
Remarks. Traces of modelling / scraping with wood frame. Slightly raised 

long edge on one side. The upper part smoothed, the lower part with many 
irregularities from the drying process. Decorated with a group of 3 oblique finger-
drawn lines from one corner to the middle of the long side. 

Chronology. Mid-2nd century AD – the beginning of the 3rd century AD. 
 
5. Brick. Fragment (Fig. 2:5; 3:5). 
Description. Fragment of narrow brick. Semi-fine reddish-yellowish paste, 

with sand and a little mica, rare limestone fragments of 1–3 mm, rare long 
porosities of 2–5 mm, wide of approx. 1–1.5 mm. 

Technical data. (L) = 134 mm, (w) = 82 mm, Th = 45 mm, HL = 35 mm. 
Stamp. CR = (Numerus?) C(ivum?) R(omanorum?) is kept fragmentary, 

partially lacking certain segments of the identified letters. 
Archaeological context. Central Fortification, 2017. Section S14, c. E5, 

0.34–0.63 m. IS 5048 B. A plated denarius was discovered in this level, minted in 
Rome (?) between 231–235 A.D, during the reign of Severus Alexander (IS 8149).3 

Remarks. The upper part smoothed, the lower part with many irregularities 
from the drying process. The upper part is decorated with two groups of three 
oblique lines drawn with the fingers. 

Chronology: The first half of the 3rd century AD. 
 
6. Brick. Fragment (Fig. 2:6; 3:6). 
Description. Fragment of narrow brick. Semi-fine reddish-yellowish paste, 

with sand and a little mica, rare limestone fragments of 1–3 mm, rare porosities 
with lengths of 1–3 m and width of approx. 1 mm. 

Technical data. (L) = 135 mm, (w) = 127 mm, Th = 40 mm, (HL) = 28 mm. 
Stamp. CR = C(ives) R(omani) 
Archaeological context. Central Fortification, 2017. Section S14, c. E5, 

0.34–0.63 m. IS 5048 A. A plated denarius was discovered in this level, minted in 
Rome (?) between 231–235 A.D, during the reign of Severus Alexander (IS 8149).4 

Remarks. The upper part is decorated with two groups of three oblique lines 
drawn with the fingers. The upper part smoothed, the lower part with many 
irregularities from the drying process. 

Chronology: The first half of the 3rd century AD. 

                                                 
3 Coin identified by Dr. Theodor Isvoranu, Vasile Pârvan Institute of Archeology Bucharest. 
4 Ibidem. 
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Research stage 

Numerus Surorum Sagittariorum 
The debates about the station of this numerus in the Dacian province are still 

ongoing and relevant to the historical context at large, despite being rather old.5 
The first mention of a military unit of Suri sagittari in Lower Dacia 

(Malvensis) is considered to be the one at Arutela, where in 138 AD, soldiers from 
this unit built the Roman camp6. During the same period, the military unit is 
mentioned in an inscription discovered in the Roman camp of Rădăcineşti7, and in 
Drobeta it is attested in the first half of the 2nd century by a stamp on a brick8. The 
stamps of this numerus were also discovered in the Roman camp of Slăveni9. 

In Romula, Claudius Montanus, immunis in numerus Surorum sagitariorum, 
placed a funeral stele for his daughter Claudia Amba, who lived in Dacia 5 years of 
her 20 years of life10. Based on this funerary monument, M. Speidel considered that 
this numerus would have been stationed at Romula.11 

Another inscription relevant to this military unit is built in the outer wall of a 
corner of the Cathedral of Seville, where the Colonia Romula Hispalis was located. 
It is the epitaph of Sextus Julius Possessor, who was, among others, praepositus 
numeri Syror(um) sagittarior(um) and curator civitatis Romulensium Malvensium.12 
Another prepositus of this numerus, Antonius Zoilus and a group of librarians, 
erected an inscription dedicated to the God Mithras.13 

At Carsium, in Moesia Inferior, an inscription was dedicated to Genio 
cent(uriae) / Fl(avi) Ianuar(i) by Fl(avius) Avitianus, who was sig(nifer) n(umeri) 
Suro / [r]um s(agittariorum),14 and at Kajtasovo in Moesia Superior, another 
inscription mentios Vatern(ius) / Cas(s)ian(us), / eq (ues) t(urmea) e / n(umero) 
S(urorum).15 These two inscriptions, dated to the end of the 2nd century and the 
beginning of the 3rd century, indicate the movement or deplacement of some 
detachments of this numerus stationed at Romula. 

                                                 
5 F. Marcu, Military tile-stamps as a guide for the garrisons of the forts in Dacia, in ORBIS 

ANTIQVVS, Studia in honorem Ioannis Pisonis, Cluj-Napoca, 2004, 1–37: O. Ţentea, Ex Oriente ad 
Danubium: the Syrian auxiliary units on the Danube frontier of the Roman Empire, Bucharest, 2012, 
pp. 76–78. 

6 CIL III, 12601a = 13793 = IDR II, 575; CIL III, 12601b = 13794 = IDR II, 576. 
7 CIL III, 12605 = IDR II, 585 
8 AÉ 1978, 695. 
9 IDR II, 496, 498, 499, 510, 526. 
10 CIL III, 1593 = 8032; AÉ 1914, 120. 
11 M. Speidel, Numerus Syrorum Malvensium, in Dacia, NS, XVII, 1973, p. 169; S. Nemeti,  

D. Dana, Malva, la colonie perdue de la Dacie Inférieure, in ActaMN, 54/ I/ 2017, pp. 211–212. 
12 CIL II, 1180 = ILS, 1403. 
13 IDR II, 341 
14 CIL III, 7493 
15 IDR III/ 1, 2 = AE 1980, 732 
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In 248 AD, the city of Romula was surrounded by a wall, called the Wall of 
Philip the Arab.16 For this large infrastructure work, carried out manu militari, it 
seems that not enough newly manufactured bricks were available, which is why 
bricks from disused constructions were reused. Some of them had the NS stamp, 
reminiscent of Numerus Surorum.17 At that time, this numerus was no longer in 
Dacia Malvensis, because during the reign of Emperor Septimius Severus, it was 
moved from Dacia to Mauretania Caesarensis to Lala Maghnia, where the formula 
domo Romula is epigraphically attested, indicating the place where the Syrian 
soldiers were transferred.18 

Types of materials 

The materials presented are three bricks and three tiles. Of the three bricks 
shown, one is of the sesquipedalis19 type and has the NS stamp (Fig. 2:4). The 
other two bricks, with the CR stamp (Fig. 2:5–6), respectively the tiles with the SV 
SAG stamps (Fig. 2:1) and NS (Fig. 2:2–3), cannot be typologically identified, 
because they are fragments, without any whole side. 

Regarding the paste, three categories can be identified. The first category 
includes a tile of compact paste of a reddish colour mixed with a little sand (Fig. 2:1), 
which has the stamp of SV SAG. The second category comprises a brick and two 
light reddish or yellowish-reddish tiles made of semi-fine paste with a lot of sand 
and mica, rare pebbles and fragments of limestone (Fig. 2:2–4). The third category 
includes two bricks of brick-yellowish paste with sand, small and rare pebbles and 
elongated porosities (Fig. 2:5–6). 

Archaeological context 

Unfortunately, fragments of bricks and stamped tiles discovered were passim 
discovered, but even when they were discovered in situ, it seems that they were 
reused. It is worth noting that most of the stamped ceramic building materials were 
discovered in the Central Fortification, with the exception of a tile fragment 
discovered in the south-eastern part of the Roman city, in an area where, according 
to Ferdinando de Marsigli’s sketch, there were one of the three Roman fortifications 
seen at Romula.20 

                                                 
16 IDR II, 324. 
17 CIL III, 8029 = 1590 = IDR II, 383; D. Tudor, Roman Oltenia, 4th ed., Bucharest, 1978, 116; 

M. Speidel, op.cit., 169, n. 5. 
18 R. Bertolazzi, Notes on the Cults of National Numeri Stationed in the Danubian Provinces, 

in Culti e religiosità nelle province danubiane, Bologna, 2015, p. 200. 
19 Vitruvius, De arhitectura, 5, 10, 5. 
20 M. L. Ferdinando, Danubius Pannonico-Mysicus, Observationibus geographicis, astronomicis, 

hydrographicis, historicis, physicis, Tomus secundus, Hagae, Amsterdam, MCCCXXVI, p. 69, Fig. XL. 
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Elements of chronology 

The fragments of bricks and tiles with the presented stamps can be framed in 
two periods of numerus Surrorum stationing at Romula. In the first stage, from the 
first half of the 2nd century AD, the stamp with SV SAG in rectangular frame was 
used in Romula, as in Arutela and Drobeta. This military unit is said to have been 
stationed at Arutela and Rădăcineşti from 138 AD. until the reign of Antoninus 
Pius, when it was transferred to Romula.21 

In the late period of their presence in the province of Dacia Malvensis, from 
the second half of the 2nd century AD until the beginning of the 3rd century AD, the 
soldiers of this numerus seem to have used for the stamps only the letters NS. 
Arguments for this purpose are the stamps discovered in Slăveni, but also in 
Romula. 

The second stamp with the characters CR raises the issue of their assignment. 
Similar stamps were discovered in the previous period at Romula.22 Professor 
Dumitru Tudor considered that in Enoşeşti-Acidava,23 the bricks with this stamp 
discovered “within the masonry of the Roman camp”, could belong to c(ohors) 
R(aetorum).24 

On the other hand, in 235 AD, an N(humerus) C(ivium) R(omanorum) is 
attested in Montana, in the province of Moesia Inferior.25 This situation could 
indicate the existence of military units, of the militia type, recruited from the 
inhabitants of the cities, in the Roman Danube provinces, in the first half of the 3rd 
century AD. 

Assuming that the CR stamp conceals a military unit, then, it probably 
replaced the numerus Surrorum Sagittariorum, which was transferred during the 
reign of Emperor Septimius Severus from Romula and Dacia Malvensis in the 
province of Mauretania Caesarensis. 

Future research will probably bring new information on fortified structures 
and military units stationed at Romula, by discovering new epigraphic sources to 
clarify existing problems. 

 
Abbreviations 
(L) = retained length 
w = width 
(w) = retained width 
Th = thickness 

                                                 
21 Cr. Vlădescu, Fortificaţiile romane din Dacia Inferior, Craiova, 1986, Annex II, p. 155. 
22 IDR II, 388. 
23 IDR II, 551; D. Tudor, op.cit., p. 101, Fig. 28/ 25. 
24 D. Tudor, op.cit., p. 101 
25 R. Ivanov, K. Luka, Montana – praesidium, regio, municipium, in Roman cities in Bulgaria, 

Ed. R. Ivanov. T., Sofia, 2012, p. 237. 
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(LF) = retained length of the rectangular frame 
Fw = rectangular frame width 
(HL) = height of the letters 
SI = site inventory 
 
Explanation of the Figures 
Figure 1. Reşca-Romula. The discoveries placement on the Roman Town Plan. A. 

Central Fort. B. 6, Severus Street 
Figure 2. The stamped archaeological materials 
Figure 3. The identified stamps (details) 

STAMPED BUILDING MATERIALS DISCOVERED 
 AT REŞCA-ROMULA 

(Abstract) 

A drawing of Ferdinando de Marsigli presented a number of three Roman Forts in 
Romula at the end of the 17th century. Some military units attested by inscriptions and 
stamps were stationed there for a time, or were temporarily relocated there. 

In this article, we present a lot of six stamped bricks and tiles. Most of them, with the 
characters as SV SAG and NS, may be attributed to Numerus Surorum Sagittariorum, 
which was the military unit of the city from the middle of the 2nd century AD until the 
beginning of the 3rd century AD. The other ones, with the characters CR, could be 
attributed to a military unit of Civium Romanorum, which replaced the numerus at the 
beginning of the 3rd century AD. 

 
Keywords: Roman Period, stamp, brick, tile, military unit. 
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Figure 1. Reşca-Romula. The discoveries placement on the Roman Town Plan.  

A. Central Fort. B. 6, Severus Street. 
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Figure 2. The stamped archaeological materials. 
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Figure 3. The identified stamps (details). 


